SUMMER
ACTIVITIES
MONT BLANC, LA THUILE, ITALY

WELCOME
We are located in the

Mont Blanc area of
Italy in the rustic village
of La Thuile (Valle D’Aosta)
at an altitude of 1450 m

Surrounded by majestic peaks and
untouched nature, the region is
easily accessible from

Geneva,

Turin and Milan and has a

wide range of sporting or relaxation
activities to offer summer visitors.

SPORTS &
OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES

HIKING & MOUNTAIN WALKS
GOLFING
MOUNTAINEERING / CLIMBING & CANYONING
MOUNTAIN BIKING
LA THUILE SITE OF MTB ENDURO
RACE BIKING
FISHING AND HORSE RIDING

LA THUILE. ITALY
RAFTING, CANOEING & KAYAKING
PARAGLIDING

Hiking
& Mountain Walks
La Thuile and the surrounding valleys are a paradise for hikers with
hundred of km’s of trails in the midst of 3000 meter summits. Beautiful
chapels, delightful hamlets and spectacular mountain vistas dot the
ancient pathways trodden over the centuries by armies and pilgrims,
bringing a sense of history to the exceptional natural environment for
hikers to enjoy.

Hiking trails
in LA THUILE
La Thuile counts an extensive
number of hiking trails, many of
which originate close to Montana
Lodge/La Thuile village and
vary in duration from 30 min to
many hours with a mixed grade
of difficulty. More experienced
hikers can continue off track to
higher altitudes, staying overnight
in alpine cabins or in tents. From
La Thuile there are also a series
of routes to former mining sites
(the shortest one is of half an hour
while the the longest is more than
4 hours) thanks to which one
can view the tracks, the entries of
the tunnels and the ruins of the
miner’s shelters.

Alternative
HIKING locations

Val Ferret

Val Veny

Parco Gran Paradiso

Located 15 minutes from Montana Lodge, Val

Val Veny is located south of Courmayeur

Parco Gran Paradiso is the oldest national park

Ferret is a protected biosphere that lines up

between the Miage and Brenva glaciers.

in Italy and one of the most spectacular alpine

against the southern and eastern side of the

Located only 20 min from Montana Lodge,

protected areas in Europe, bordering the Vanoise

Mont Blanc Massif all the way from Courmayeur

the valley has the Baltea River running

N.P in France. As a former hunting reserve of Italy’s

to the Col Ferret on the Swiss/Italian border. Val

through it. On the south side of Val Veny, near

royals, the area has over 600 km of marked trails

Ferret forms part of the 170 kilometers circular

Courmayeur, lies the Checrouit Lake (at 2165 m

amongst the abundant flora and fauna. There are

Tour du Mont Blanc route and offers hikers

above sea level). This valley is the starting point

plenty of options for serious hikers looking to trek

spectacular views of Mont Blanc and the un-

of the Italian route of the Mont Blanc and is a

in solitude. The entrance of Parco Gran Paradiso is

spoilt valley below.

fabulous location for hikers.

37 km from Montana Lodge.

Golfing

Seasonal opening:
1 June – 30 September,
everyday from 8:00 to 19:00
Facilities and services: Club
House, bar, restaurant, buvette,
pro shop, golf school, locker
rooms, driving range, putting e
pitching green, clubs, trolleys
and golf cart rental.

Located 16 km from Montana Lodge, Golf Club Courmayeur et Grandes
Jorasses (founded in 1935), in Val Ferret, offers Golf aficionados
breathtaking views of the Mont Blanc and Grandes Jorasses massifs. The
nine-hole course with double starts is fairly flat and winds along the banks
of the River Dora, crossing it with two spectacular par 3. The Club House,
born as a hunting reserve, preserves the classic style of a mountain lodge.

Mountaineering,
Mountain Climbing

La Thuile and the surrounding
valleys offers a wide range of

natural climbing walls

and via ferratas trails (equipped
with fixed ladders and cables).
Local alpine guides can be hired
to safely guide visitors to climbing
sites consummate with their
experience level.

For guests looking to experience the thrill of mountaineering – walking
on glaciers, summer snow peaks or closing in on some of the highest
mountains in Europe – La Thuile is strategically located to offer a
wide variety of challenging mountaineering routes through dramatic
landscapes, including Mont Blanc, Gran Paradiso, Matterhorn (typical
duration 2-6 days).

Canyoning

Canyoning is a part water,
part mountain sport that consists
of following a descent on the
small mountain streams, which
are often enclosed between high,
rocky walls, and overcoming
obstacles on your way. La Thuile
and the surrounding valleys offer
fantastic waterfall locations to
practice this exciting sport

Mountain Biking
La Thuile is a paradise destination for passionate mountain bikers with
220 km of trails with differing gradients - some very steep - catering to all
levels of difficulty. The network of natural paths and trails are in harmony
with the surrounding area and allow bikers to absorb the beauty of some
of the most breathtaking alpine landscapes in Europe. A majority of
trails have been created using antique walking paths in full respect of the
environment and landscape.
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trails are accessible through two
cable car services which transport
mountain bikes alongside riders.
With one ticket, visitors have
access to cable cars services in La
Thuile and La Rosière (France) ,
facilitating biking across borders
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PEDONI - NO PEDESTRIANS › percorsi esclusi ai pedoni
LAVORI IN CORSO - WORK IN PROGRESS › Alcuni percorsi potrebbero essere
chiusi a causa di lavori di movimento terra. Prestare molta attenzione alla segnaletica in loco - Some tracks may be closed due to work in progress with heavy
earthmoving equipment. Please pay close attention to all posted information.
SALITA - UPHILL CLIMB › tratti in leggera salita - slight uphill climb.

through some of the international
passes such as the Little Saint
Bernard Pass (2.188 m)

La Thuile site of
MTB Enduro
La Thuile hosted the Super Enduro in 2017, La Thuile Enduro 2015 and the
Enduro World Series in 2014, 2016, debuting again in the summer of 2018.
La Thuile is a very special mountain bike destination, with a gravity and –
in particular- enduro vocation which is very rare elsewhere. The top riders
consider this region to have one of the most complete and natural trails.

Race Biking
in La Thuile
La Thuile is destination that caters to race biking enthusiasts. Road
cycling routes in La Thuile have seen the passage of the Tour of Italy
and Tour De France. With over 100 km of biking roads in the immediate
proximity of the village, and many hundreds more in the region of Aosta,
La Thuile is increasingly being chosen also as a destination for challenging
race biking professionals.

A challenging path that runs from
La Thuile passes through the old
mining village of Pera Carà and Les

La Thuile - Colle San Carlo
Morgez - La Thuile

Granges - where the slope reaches
13% - and leads to Colle San Carlo
(1971 m), 11 km to go down to

La Thuile - Morgez
Colle San Carlo - La Thuile

Morgex, bend left to the junction of
Pré Saint Didier (1020 m), resume
the climb along the 11 hairpin turns
with an average gradient of 6%,
passing the towns of La Balme and
Elevaz and return to La Thuile

Striking the road from La Thuile to
the Colle del Piccolo San Bernardo,
with a slope of 7% at the beginning,
near Pont Serrand, and 8% to the

La Thuile - Colle San Bernardo
La Rosière - La Thuile

junction of Les Suches, which soften
along the “Plan of ‘abundance “and
resume force on the last hairpin
allege that the Hill and down to
La Rosière. From La Rosière it is
possible to return or continue on to
Bourg San Maurice and Val D’Iser.

Fishing in La Thuile is possible
in the scenic Lake Verney at the
Piccolo San Bernardo and in other

Fishing and
Horse-Riding
With its extensive trails, La Thuile gives riders an opportunity to ride
through a variety of terrains, gradients and paths. The tranquility of the
woods and the beauty of the surrounding landscape, allows the rider an
opportunity to establish a special bond with the horse.
Horse riding, trekking for experts, carriage tours, baptism of the saddle,
ride on ponies and lessons of ethology dedicated to children are the
activities that you can experience in La Thuile.

alpine lakes, streams and rivers.
Other rich fishing locations rich
with trout include Morgex, Val
Veny and Val Verret.
Fishing is allowed with permits
which can be requested at the
tourist office.

Rafting, Canoeing
& Kayaking
For those looking for a bit more adventure, rafting, canoeing and kayaking
are accessible at Pre-Saint Didier, about 10 km from Montana Lodge where
individuals and families can enjoy an exciting and “cool” experience
on the Dora Baltea river, the confluence of various rivers and streams
generated from the melting snow of Mont Blanc. Rafting, canoeing and
kayaking activities are available for visitors of all ages.

Paragliding
Jumping off from an easy mountain slope and flying close to the highest
peaks of Europe is a unique thrill that can be experienced in La Thuile with
the expert support of highly trained certified instructors that accompany
guests. Experience the magic silence of flying, a silence only broken by the
sound of the wind moving the paraglide.

SIGHTSEEING
& WELLNESS
ACTIVITIES
LA THUILE. ITALY

SKYWAY
SIGHTSEEING BY HELICOPTER
TOWN AND CITIES
CASTLES OF VALLE DʼAOSTA
THERMAL BATHS PRE SAINT DIDIER

It is possible also to travel to
Chamonix (France) from Punta

SkyWay

Helbronner, by taking a small
cable car to Agile de Midi (France)
at 3800 m and then a larger
Cable Car down to the town of
Chamonix itself.

Skyway is an engineering marvel, a 360” rotating cable car that connects the

More information

town of Courmayeur (1220 m), located 15 minutes drive from Montana Lodge,

more information and tickets:

to Punta Helbronner, 3500 meters up on Mont Blanc. Punta Helbronner is

www.montebianco.com/en/

reached from the base in 10 minutes with an optional stop in Pavilion du Mont
Frety where Courmayeur and the Val Ferret will be visible on a clear day. From
Punta Helbronner, visitors would get a spectacularly full view of the Mont
Blanc massif and the “Giant’s tooth” Peak.

Sightseeing
by Helicopter
The same helicopter companies that offer Heliskiing also organize summer
sightseeing trips of the magnificent mountains in and around La Thuile,
including Mont Blanc, Mont Ruitor, Mount Cervina, Mount Ruitor and
Monte Rosa.

Town and Cities

Courmayeur

Chamonix

Aosta

Courmayeur is the closest largest town to Montana

Chamonix is a town in France which is often

Aosta is the capital of the Valle d’Aosta region

Lodge and is a fashionable location for Italian

called the world capital of mountaineering.

and is a relaxed easy going city with a Roman

and foreign visitors alike. Walking down the main

It has developed into a world renowned ski

past, visible with the Arch of Augustus and the

commercial Via Roma in central Courmayeur is an

location covering 5 ski resorts. For a bit of hustle

Praetorian Gate, once the city’s main entrance.

ideal location to people watch, drop into one of the

and bustle, great shopping and “ambience”,

The city also features a Piedmont style piazza,

many trendy bars for an aperitivo or shop till you

Chamonix is an exciting place to visit. Chamonix

and medieval marvels which include the

drop. Courmayeur is 16 km from Montana Lodge.

is 35km from Montana Lodge through the Mont

Sant’Orso complex with a Romanesque cloister

Blanc tunnel, on the way to Geneva.

and the Cathedral. Aosta is located about 40 km
from Montana Lodge.

Castles of
Valle D’Aosta

The first Castles date back from
the beginning of the XI century;
often Castles were built on
previous fortified settlements
which typically consisted of a
square tower surrounded by walls.

In the middle ages, the Aosta Valley was a compulsory passage towards

More information

Alpine passes and toll collections were an important source of power

Castles of Valle D’Aosta:

and income. Since the Aosta Valley was not directly controlled by any

www.aosta-valley.co.uk/discover/

authority, it was easy for local nobles to take the land and extend their

history-and-culture/castles/

domains. The large number of natural Castles, towers and fortified
houses were the natural consequence of this situation and many rose
on inaccessible elevations to dominate the valleys from above.

BARD FORTRESS

FÉNIS CASTLE

A defence garrison first built in the 6th century, the Bard

The first record of the Fénis Castle dates from 1242. The

Fortress is an impressive construct that was often in the

Castle belonged to a preeminent family of the area, the

firing line of invaders passing through the Aosta Valley.

Challants, until 1716 during which it was used as the
seat of the family.

85 km from Montana Lodge
*Selected examples

55 km from Montana Lodge

SARRE CASTLE

USSEL CASTLE

Sarre Castle, built in 1710 on the ruins of a castle first

Built by the Challant family in the 14th century,

constructed in the 13th century, was purchased by the

Ussel Castle represents the last evolutionary phase of

first King of Italy, Victor Emmanuel II and used during his

medieval castles. After passing to the Savoys, the castle

hunting expeditions in the Aosta Valley.

became a prison until it was eventually abandoned.

36 km from Montana Lodge

69 km from Montana Lodge

*Selected examples

Thermal Baths
of Pré-Saint-Didier
The Thermal Baths of Prè Saint Didier are hosted in a classical nineteenth
century building located in a picturesque setting under the gaze of the Mont
Blanc. The thermal water flows from a cave at the foot of the Orrido waterfall,
near the thermal facility and consists of mainly arsenic-ferruginous water,
ideal for treating respiratory and cardiovascular disorders as well as allergies.
Prè Saint Didier, is a small town located approximately 10 km from Montana
Lodge on the way to Courmayeur.

For any reservations or Information, contact the Front Office:
frontoffice.manager@montanalodge.it

MONT BLANC, LA THUILE, ITALY

